
 

 

 

 

 

Dear Friends and Partners:  

God has answered your prayers in regards to my personal close 

encounters with Him. First, at a retreat call Walk to Emmaus, God lifted 

a heavy weight that has been bearing down on me for a long time 

and the love bestowed upon me was beyond this world! Second, at 

CCM’s missionary retreat, God has shown me how to overcome 

suffering; I need to embrace it as Jesus did. Third, God revealed some 

blind spots in a team activity that I’ve not planned. I am trying not to 

dwell on my constant lower-back pain, so I can be more aware of 

God’s presence and intervention. Thank God, I’ve noticed a joyful 

spirit and smiles returning to my heart and my face. Please pray for 

some other treatment for pain management since acupuncture is not 

helping me anymore.  

I am so glad to see CCM Taiwan joining CCMI this year, uniting all 

CCM offices as one family through missions. My successor at CCMI is 

doing a wonderful job exercising her leadership role. I trust the Lord will 

continue to use her in mobilizing and educating missionary care and 

missions among our CCM family. As CCMI’s ministry specialist, I will 

make myself available to assist in ministry while exercising the different 

gifts God has given me besides eating and talking. Do pray for me to 

have more discipline in writing!  

I have joined and formed some small groups such as a book club to 

encourage one another in reading and photo-walk as a mean to 

explore and capture God’ creation and interaction with people. I 

envision more interest groups forming in order to gather kindred spirits 

together to create communities without walls. These are means to 

impact life with life; the best way to share Christ’s love in a non-

threatening way. Here are some possibilities: exercising, crafting, 

cooking, writing, traveling, and even shopping; the idea is to enjoy 

time and interaction together.  

I am thankful for friends who help me pack and get rid of junk for the 

remodeling of my apartment. Thank God in providing a place for me 

and my housemate to live during the period of renovation from mid-

December to mid-March. Pray that construction will not delayed too 

much. I am learning clear and specific communication in writing is 

vital with designers and contractors; the drawing on the left portrays 

what my open kitchen and dining area might look like.  

Thank you for asking about my parents. They are stable but getting 

more forgetful and confused. I try to value the time they still know that 

I am their daughter although they might not know where I am and 

what I do anymore. 

May you experience the meaning of Emmanuel this Christmas season! 

In HIM, 

Judi 
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